How to plant
an orchard
Congratulations on deciding to plant an orchard.
Orchards provide delicious fruit and are also beautiful
places to enjoy nature. This leaflet will help you to plan
and plant with the best chance for success. Before you
plant here are the things you should consider. These
are the key conditions to get right before you plant as
you are creating a place which should develop and be
productive for a lifetime.
Shelter: Your trees need to be sheltered from harsh winds while
receiving as much sun as possible. Shelter is preferred from South/South
West all the way to the East to ensure the best conditions. If you have
existing walls, windbreaks, fences or hedges that provide shelter, great!
Otherwise it’s best to erect a windbreak and plant a suitable hedge
to filter the wind. Don’t plant fruit trees too close to a hedge, wall or
anywhere they are heavily shaded. Take some time.

Aspect & Altitude & Frost Pockets
Most aspects are fine apart from sites that slope steeply to the north as
direct sun will be little. Altitudes over 125m begin to eﬀect yields. These
factors don’t prevent you from planting, but shelter and sunlight becomes
more important. Look out for pockets on your site that hold frosts late in
the day during spring as these conditions will spoil pollination.
Drainage: Poor drainage means poor tree health. Check by digging
a 30cm deep hole and fill it with water. It should empty by at least 2/3 in
24 hours with no further rainfall. If not, then improvement is needed. You
may need to dig drains, especially if the hole has drained very poorly. More
moderate drainage problems can be improved through your soil mix and
planting. Raise your soil into mounds some 2 - 2.5 metres across which rise
to a height of 15cm at their centre. Use a mix as described in ‘Planting and
Aftercare’ below, then plant as described and use a strong tree stake.
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Soils: Fruit trees like soil that drains reasonably well, has good nutrient
levels and a pH of 6 to 6.5. If you are already growing food on your site
with good results you may have little work to do in preparation. If you
have heavy clay, limey or sandy soil or peat then some modification may
be needed. Clay soils will need to be broken up by careful digging when
not too wet and adding compost or well-rotted manure to improve the
structure. Adding compost and rotted manures to sandy soil helps it to bind
and hold water. Peaty soils will require adding lime or calcified seaweed to
lower pH. Should you want to add manures and lime keep a gap of at least
6 weeks between as they react badly to each other. Limestone or chalky
soils are very troublesome and only a very limited range of trees thrive in
them.
If you are unsure of the fertility or pH of your soil it pays to get a
professional analysis conducted. It’s not expensive and takes out the
guesswork. Do a web search for Southern Scientific Services in Kerry, FBA
Laboratories in Waterford or your local Teagasc oﬃce for more info.

Planning Your Site
Firstly, mark out the spots you will plant with a marker cane or similar, to
get the shape and spacing correct. Trees with tallest height and spread to
the north, smallest to the south. This is determined by the rootstock they’re
on. Plums and pears go in the warmest sunniest spots. Cooking apples in
the shadiest.
It’s important to know what variety of tree you are planting and especially
its rootstock (the root system which the new plant has been grafted onto)
as this will determine the eventual height and spread of the tree and the
kind of growing conditions it favours. Some fruit trees are self-fertile but
others need partners (sometimes 2 of them) in order to pollinate and thus
produce fruit.
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Your Orchard pack contains the following trees;

Apples
James Grieve
Worcester Pearmain
Rootstock M26: 4 to 5m height and spread at maturity. Needs a

it firmly and making sure there are no air gaps around the tree roots. Fill
the hole a couple of centimetres higher than the surrounding ground as
the soil settles slightly. Water in if needed.
Cut your stake back to just below the height of the lowest branch on a
2year old tree. It’s important that the stake doesn’t rub on any branch.

planting distance of 6m.

Initial Pruning – Advice here is to form Bush shape trees. Others

Pears

are possible.

Conference
Beth

Dormant season (winter) – With your 2 yr old trees then
prune back 4 to 5 well placed leading branches back by around 1/3 to
buds facing away from the centre of the tree. You will need to seal the cuts
on plums and cherries with a proprietary sealant. Make sure secateurs are
sterilised with tea tree oil or similar before pruning.

Rootstock Quince A: 4m height and spread at maturity. Needs

a planting distance of 5m

Plums
Opal
Rootstock Prunus Myrobala: 5 to 6m height and spread

at maturity. Needs a planting distance of 7m.

Planting & Aftercare
A two person job! Prepare each hole to a width of 60 – 70cm, depth of
20-30cm. Cut the sod layer oﬀ and place it to one side. Dig out the quality
top soil and pile it for reuse. If you have shallow, infertile soil then you may
have to throw out poor subsoil and import some extra top soil to use in
its place. In poorer, less fertile ground add between 25 – 30% compost
or rotted manure to the soil and mix it thoroughly in a wheelbarrow. A
handful or two of seaweed powder and bone meal are useful additional
minerals.
Once your hole is dug place the grass sods upside down at the bottom of
the hole and tread them down. With your bare root tree, knock in a tree
stake 8 cms to the south west of the centre of the hole. Add a thin layer
of soil at the base. Place your tree in the centre of the hole making sure its
height will be the same as the soil mark on the stem where it came out of
the ground. Fill in the hole with your soil mix, a few cms at a time, treading

Growing Season – If you plant pot grown trees between March

and November then wait until winter before pruning and then follow as
above.
Animal Protection – Hares and rabbits will eat the bark of your
trees, especially in winter. Make chicken wire guards to a height of 30cm
around each tree. If you have a problem with deer or farm animals you will
have to fence the whole orchard until it has matured.

Mulching and Aftercare
Keep a 1m sq area around each tree free of weeds for 2+ years. Either
use an organic mulch of hay, straw etc. and keep replenishing it or use a
landscaping type fabric or matting. You will need to top dress your tree
every spring with compost/ manure (pelleted chicken manure is great
too) plus mineral feeds such as seaweed or wood ash (no turf or coal
ash). Comfrey leaves as a mulch also provide important nutrients for
fruiting. Keep feeding and prune annually in the early years to keep your
tree growing strongly to support the increasing yields you can expect.
HAPPY PLANTING!

